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018 marks the Year of Engineering, and
so our cover feature for this issue of the
magazine focusses on this. We talk of
STEM education: at school level, there seems
far more focussed on science and maths than
technology and engineering, whereas it could
be argued that it’s engineering and technology
that have the greatest direct impact on our
lives and our world. Computing is, perhaps, the
silent ‘C’ in STEM, with close links to science (as
the zeroth science, and through computational
science), mathematics (from Turing and Church’s
day onwards), engineering (as hardware, and
in software development), and technology (for
all digital technology). There are some great
initiatives now to promote engineering at
school level, and perhaps help to develop the
‘engineering habits of mind’ that Jon Chippindall
writes about (p16): check out Maggie Philbin’s
Teen Tech (p20) and Susan Scurlock’s Primary
Engineer (p21) for just two examples.
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There’s a growing number of educators
turning their attention now to AI in education.
The House of Lords AI Select Committee
recently recommended that “children need to
be adequately prepared for working with, and
using, AI. The ethical design and use of AI should
become an integral part of the curriculum.” If
you’re interested in helping the young people you
work with learn more about AI, check out Beverly
Clarke’s new unit of work (p34), and Ken Khan’s
work bringing AI to block-based coding in Snap!.
We’re delighted to welcome many new
authors to the Hello World community in
this issue. Would you like to join them? If so,
pitch us a story idea
via miles@helloworld.cc.
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FEATURED THIS ISSUE
Hello World is a joint collaboration:

JOHN MALONEY

BEVERLY CLARKE

MAGGIE PHILBIN

John was the lead developer of Scratch
for its first 11 years. More recently, he’s
been creating GP with Jens Monig and
Yoshiki Ohshima. He had over 25 years
of experience in live, beginner-friendly
programming systems.

Beverly is a former teacher and Director
of Computing. Now, she is an author and
consultant for BCS Chartered Institute
for IT. Her latest book, Computer Science
Teacher - Insight Into The Computing
Classroom, is available now.

With over 30 years of radio and
television experience, Maggie Philbin
OBE has long championed science,
technology and medical programming.
She co-founded TeenTech in 2008,
and is its CEO.

CREATOR OF GP

AUTHOR & EDUCATION
CONSULTANT

BROADCASTER, CEO OF
TEENTECH

This magazine is printed on paper sourced from
sustainable forests and the printer operates an
environmental management system which has
been assessed as conforming to ISO 14001.
Hello World is published by Raspberry Pi
(Trading) Ltd., 30 Station Road, Cambridge,
CB1 2JH. The publisher, editor, and contributors
accept no responsibility in respect of any
omissions or errors relating to skills, products
or services referred to in the magazine.
Except where otherwise noted, content in this
magazine is licensed under a Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0
Unported (CC BY-NC-SA 3.0).
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NEWS FEATURE

SCRATCH 3.0
DUE IN AUGUST
New version of Scratch to support micro:bit and tablet computers

he MIT Scratch Team is due
to launch version 3.0 of its
popular educational programming tool
this August.
Scratch is a visual programming
language that enables students to learn
the basics of computer programming by
connecting blocks. These can be used to
create interactive stories and games.
Set for release in August 2018,
Scratch 3.0 will be a complete redesign
of the program. The MIT Scratch team
aims to implement a number of exciting
new features.
“Scratch 3.0 is the next generation
of Scratch,” say the MIT Scratch team.
“With Scratch 3.0, you will be able to play
Scratch projects on your phone, create
Scratch projects on your tablet, and control
Scratch projects with your voice.”
Support for tablets (such as Apple iPad
and Google Android devices) will help
educators working with these increasingly
popular devices. You’ll also be able to use
Scratch 3.0 on Chromebooks.
Scratch 3.0 will ditch Adobe Flash
technology (which isn’t supported by most
tablets) in favour of HTML5.
More information on the technologies
being used can be found on the Scratch
Wiki (helloworld.cc/2IdsZyz).

T

micro:bit

Educators in the UK will also be pleased to
hear that the micro:bit is being supported
in Scratch 3.0.
A blog post by the team revealed a new
extension system with direct support for

6
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n The new scratch interface is designed for tablet devices such

as the Apple iPad. It’s larger blocks are easier to tap and drag

“

WITH SCRATCH 3.0, YOU’LL BE ABLE
TO PLAY SCRATCH PROJECTS ON YOUR
PHONE, CREATE SCRATCH PROJECTS ON
YOUR TABLET, AND CONTROL SCRATCH
PROJECTS WITH YOUR VOICE.”

the micro:bit device (helloworld.cc/2rj8Axl).
The Raspberry Pi is already supported in
Scratch, but sadly other boards, such as the
PicoBoard and LEGO WeDo, aren’t going to
be supported.
The new extension system also opens
up Scratch to web services such as Google
Translate, which could result in some
interesting educational projects.

There will also be dozens of new
characters, backdrops and sounds
available, which will freshen up the
program for long-term users. Meanwhile,
a new paint and sound editor will
enable students to remix and manipulate
the characters.
Scratch 3.0 also introduces a range
of new blocks, such as sound ‘effect’,

n New extensions such as this Music Block take and sound effect blocks are on offer

transparency pen blocks and a new
glide animation.

Newbie support

The MIT Scratch team has spent a lot of
time working on supporting new users.
There’s a new in-editor tutorial for firsttime users and short ‘byte-sized’ videos
introducing concepts.
Teachers will be supported with lots of
class activities. There will be new tutorials
from Code Club, CS First and updated
Scratch Activity Cards and Educator
Guides. Plus, an updated Creative
Computing Curriculum from Harvard
ScratchEd.
A Scratch 3.0 FAQ offers answers to
most questions (helloworld.cc/2HMddve).

Compatibility

All your projects and accounts created in
Scratch will continue to work in Scratch
3.0. However, if you’ve created any lesson
plans or educational material, you’ll most
likely need to rework them to use the
new interface.

n A preview of Scratch 3.0 is available online

The visual style in Scratch 3.0 is very
different from before, and it has much
larger blocks (to make it easier to use on
tablet screens). “In most cases, you will
want to update your resources to reflect
the interface changes. You may also want
to create new resources to highlight new

features in Scratch 3.0,” says the MIT
Scratch team.
To help you get a head start on
updating your materials, a preview of
Scratch 3.0 is already available for
you to view and try online at
helloworld.cc/2IdedaW
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n The new AIY kits include a Raspberry Pi Zero

WH, so everything you need is in this one box

NEW AIY KITS FOR SCHOOLS
Updated Google Vision and Voice Kits contain all the parts needed to assemble AI
teachers alike have found the products to
be great tools for the classroom.”

Everything included

The updated kits include a Raspberry
Pi Zero WH, a pre-provisioned microSD
card, and – with the Vision Kit V1.2

“
oogle has launched updated
versions of its successful AIY Vision
and AIY Voice Kits.
Made from cardboard and computer
components, the AIY kits enable students
to build a voice assistant and smart
digital camera.
The AIY Projects kits were popular with
the maker community, but they also proved
to be a huge hit in classroom environments.
“We’re seeing continued demand for
the kits,” explains Billy Rutledge, Google’s
Director of AIY Projects, “especially from
the STEM audience, where parents and

G

8
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from our research that even though makers
are interested in AI, many felt that adding it
to their projects was too difficult or required
expensive hardware,” continues Billy.
The new AIY kits are on sale at US
retailer Target. The new kits will be coming
to the UK “this summer”, Billy concludes.

THE AIM OF AIY PROJECTS IS
TO MAKE IT CHEAPER AND
EASIER TO EXPLORE AI

– a Raspberry Pi Camera Module V2.
“Everything you need to get started is right
there in the box,” says Billy.
The aim is to make setup easier. Users
no longer need to buy additional parts or
download the software image. Having all
the parts in one place makes setup faster,
and ensures newcomers have all they need.
The aim of AIY Projects is to make it
cheaper and easier to explore AI. “We knew

COOLEST
PROJECTS COMES TO THE UK
International digital maker show comes to the UK

n international show for young
digital makers to demonstrate their
projects, Coolest Projects is coming to the
UK for the first time this year.
Coolest Projects International will take
place at the Royal Dublin Society on
Saturday 26 May (coolestprojects.org),
while Coolest Projects UK is on Saturday 28
April at Here East in the Queen Elizabeth
Olympic Park, London (hereeast.com).
Anyone under the age of 18, in primary,
secondary or further education, can enter
as an individual or part of a team of up to
five members. Projects are entered into five
categories: Scratch, Websites, Games +
Web Games, Mobile Apps, and Hardware.
The full criteria are at magpi.cc/2CPqaK5.
Rosa Langhammer, CoderDojo General
Manager, Outreach & Engagement, explains:
“Coolest Projects is about bringing an idea

A

n Coolest Projects is an international event for
young digital makers aged 18 and under

n There’s plenty to do at Coolest Projects,
besides demonstrate your own build

and sharing it with your peers, no matter
how big or small or even if your project isn’t
finished.” The entry categories are so broad
because CoderDojo wants “Coolest Projects
to be as inclusive as possible.”

Inspiration across the nations

Coolest Projects started “in 2012 with
19 projects,” Rosa confirms. Now it’s
“an international showcase with 750
young people participating last year from
16 countries!”
Each participant will have their own area
to set up their project, and will “have some
free time throughout the day to explore
other projects, as well as some of the cool
demos and speakers that will be joining us
for the day,” says Rosa.
“It’s really important to have hands-on
activities scattered throughout,” Rosa
continues, “so parents, young people, and
the general public can get hands-on with
science, technology, and the arts.”
Rosa’s favourite Coolest Project came
from 12-year-old Amy, who created a
smart beehive “with a mission to save
bees!” Amy uploaded data from her hive to
hivetool.net, helping “international scientists
to understand why bees are dying.”
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CODE
CLUB
IN WESTMINSTER
Showcase event for MPs and Lords “a special experience”
n Code Club’s Dan Powell talking with some of
the pupils from Coppice Primary School

“
10

TO RAISE AWARENESS WITHIN THE
HOUSES OF PARLIAMENT ABOUT
WHAT CODE CLUB IS

helloworld.cc

ode Club came to Westminster
in January, to demonstrate how
a Code Club works to MPs and Peers.
The event was organised by Lloyds
Banking Group, hosted by Labour MP
Wes Streeting, and Code Club was
invited to take part.
Coppice Primary School, from Wes’s
Ilford North constituency, was invited to
“simulate a Code Club in Portcullis House,”
says Dan Elwick, Code Club regional
coordinator, London & East of England.
Code Club participated “to raise
awareness within the Houses of Parliament,
as well as to staff in Lloyds Banking Group,
about what Code Club is, and how it
works,” Dan explains to us.
“Politicians were coming in during their
lunch break,” Dan reveals, “and there was
a talk from Lloyds Banking Group and Wes
Streeting… I think also it was a special
experience for the children involved.”
Hosting the event “over the road from the
Houses of Parliament”, as Dan puts it, gave
the children of Coppice Primary the chance
to “come to Westminster and experience
that environment.” It also allowed politicians
to see a Code Club in action, and talk to
children about their coding skills. “Children
were so excited to be there and the MPs
clearly enjoyed it too,” Dan tells us. “There
was a real buzz in the room.”
The event ran for an hour and a half, over
a lunchtime. In that time, the 28 pupils from
Coppice Primary created one of two games,
based on Code Club projects.

C

Playing politics

The children were a “mixed cohort [of] Code
Club members and selected pupils from

